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MODULE 1

HOMEWORK CHECK LIST & VIDEO TAKE HOME

Either directly in the facebook group or in the Portal. Give yourself an hour and fifteen minutes. Lie in bed while you watch it in the morning, 

go for a walk and listen while you are engaging with nature or just schedule out a block of time on a specific day to listen to it. Ignore any resis-

tance that says this isn’t moving you forward in your goals and is a waste of precious time. This IS the moving forward of your energetic goal. 

Simply hearing the words and allowing them to land.  

A MONEY MINDSET RESET IN 4 PARTS

1. WATCH THE MODULE VIDEO

Remind yourself that these are just numbers and start to notice if there is anything magical about them and the way they are showing up/ con-

figuring. Repeat the words I AM A MONEY MAGNET or MONEY IS MY FRIEND as you look at the numbers. Don’t give a hoot wheth-

er the proof is in the pudding just yet — this is energ y. It can move fast. But we have to find our blindspots and apply love and truth. No hiding. 

2. CHECK YOUR BANK BALANCE EVERY DAY

... and confirm with your Accountability Partner that you will be doing it then. Then commit to texting them once you have completed it. (And 

even before as you are begin to embark on it if you like — make this a FUN adventure. This is not hard work. This is 30 minutes or so with a 

pen and paper. Only your brain has told you that it’s hard or worthy of resistance. It’s really not.)

3. COMMIT TO A TIME TO DO YOUR WEEKLY HOMEWORK...
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... that you will engage with your money stuff. Right now I am writing this from my Aunty Dolly’s desk that I inherited when she passed away. It 

is beautiful and old school and I have literally created an energetic alter for this experience here. There are 7 paper white roses, a saavy candle, 

one of my elixirs, some rose petals, a tile from portugal and the 4711 perfume that signifies a lot of magic for me. Plus a gorgeous card from 

Song of solomon that i found in walgreens last week. Ritual is made up of the things that Light our Hearts — we are not TRYING to create 

an alter so as to bring in prosperity. That’s so 1985. We are simply allowing the beauty that we are to be expressed in an area we choose to focus 

our energ y for a few weeks together. Can you feel the difference? It’s celebration of deliciousness rather than a muscling of energ y. Simply allow 

your beauty to flow out into the spaces you are creating and allow it to ground in. Take a picture of your space and share it with us in the group. 

4. FIND A SPECIFIC PLACE IN YOUR HOUSE...

... To Your Accountability Partner (preferably three but this will likely make you NAUSEOUS so you can start slow).

Here are a few examples for you from my day:

I am AMAZING!!! I held space for a whole crew of new folks who I have never met before on a subject that is incredibly tricky and sticky for 

many people. 

I am pure grace and taking care of my little one inside. I spoke kindly to her when she was super scared and anxious and told her everything was 

unfolding beautifully and she could chill out and make a smoothie!!!  

I followed my intuition and went a random store yesterday when it was pouring down with snow, and I found the best pair of golden slippers 

there ever was. The name of the store was stella, the shoes were called FUTURE and they were discounted from $86 to $17!!

Because #youaregolden

5. TEXT YOUR DAILY ONE BEAUTIFUL THING...
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TAKE HOMES FROM THE VIDEO

There are 2 main pillars that we are working with to set our foundation for this reset, and in simple terms they are this: 

... and how you have engaged with money previously. Stop putting meaning to your actions or perceptions. It’s simply energ y. Truly. You were 

shitty with money in the past? Who cares? It does not make you a bad person. It just makes you someone that was shitty with money in the past. 

Why does this fact even matter? Seriously, ask yourself the question, why does that matter? Does it make you stupid? No. Does it make you less 

than? No. I’m one of the smartest people in the room much of the time. I have access to other realms of reality that blows peeps socks of with the 

information I share with them. And still I was deeply scared of showing up in the world as someone who was good with money. For a variety of 

reasons. Mainly all the beliefs I hd floating around my psyche about what that meant. So I showed up as someone who was terrible with money. 

Then I finally, thank heavens, could no longer tolerate being so darn shitty with money and so I chose to shift it and I manifested the people 

and the courses to help me do that. It’s that simple. You are smart. You are wise. You are kind. And you are healing your stuff with money. Case 

closed. The sooner you can allow it to be simply some facts that are malleable, the sooner this stuff moves. 

1. RELEASE ANY SHAME THAT YOU HAVE HAD ABOUT MONEY...

... how magical and beautiful and perfect you are. Hold onto that vision of the golden heart inside your chest. This is the truth of who you are. 

You do not need to receive or earn one more cent EVER for that golden heart to be the truth of who you are. There is not one single correlation 

between the beauty of that golden heart and how deeply you are loved and the amount of money you bring in or don’t bring into your life. Not 

one single correlation. Allow this to be true. Allow yourself to start to realize just how amazing you are right here right now in this very moment 

and the whole game changes. Bless the part of you that criticizes you constantly and wants to make you “better.” Bless it because it’s trying to keep 

you safe and make you more desirable to the outside world. Bless it because it doesn’t understand the deeper truth - that freedom is available to 

every single one of us, but it starts by knowing that we are already loved and admired by this perfect Universe and we have nothing to prove. 

Nothing. Ridiculously, as we start to really realize that, we also start to welcome in all the tangible stuff that we used to want. But it’s not because 

we’re trying to prove anything, it simply is because it feels lovely and easy. That’s it. 

2. ALLOW YOURSELF TO REMEMBER...


